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ABSTRACT
RETHINKING THE SUBURBAN CENTER
MAY 2020
ANDREW JONES, B.S. ARCH KEENE STATE COLLEGE
M. ARCH UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Erika Zekos

No longer are suburban towns filled with households made up of large middle-class

white families. In recent years, America’s diverse, elderly, and singles have joined
this demographic in increasing numbers. The large square footages of homes and
properties do not serve smaller households and are not environmentally

sustainable. They demand significant heating and cooling and reliance on

automobiles for everyday transportation due to the lack of walkability and transit

connectivity. These two issues result in a high carbon footprint compared to living
in a dense urban environment. Urban design interventions can help these suburbs
facing population growth, demographic change, and unsustainable lifestyles.

Solutions include a shift towards mixed-use development, densification, greening,

and walkability. Implementing these design strategies in a strategic balanced way

can help improve sustainability efforts, the health and wellness of the residents, and
community engagement.
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CHAPTER 1
LITERATURE REVIEW:
FUTURE THINKING AND GREEN CONSTRUCTION
1.1

How Buildings Learn
The first reading which relates to future thinking in design and green construction are How

Buildings Learn by Stewart Brand. Stewart Brand has an interesting past. He is an American
writer who got a biology degree at Stanford University. Brand then joined the military where he
had clearly gotten organization skills from. Following the military, he studied design at San
Francisco Art Institute, and photography at San Francisco State College. It was also noted that he
studied legal LSD, in Menlo Park, California. Since the 1960’s he’s written several books and
articles and has started numerous organizations. In the late 1960’s into the 1970’s Brand helped
create the Whole Earth Catalog which gave people a lot of interesting tools and tips for a wide
range of different technologies. One inspiring organization created by him was The Well in 1985
which was an online community for intelligent people to communicate worldwide. It seemed
many of Brand’s ideas were based around organization and bringing communities together with
inventive ideas and strategies. Brand’s text How Buildings Learn, was published in 1994 and
turned into a 6-part T.V series on BBC in 1997.1
Brand’s inventive ideas and strategies can be seen in the way he wrote How Buildings Learn.
In this chapter he explains how not many buildings adapt well to new functions, but the fact of
the matter is humans adapt them anyway because of various circumstances. This is usually based
around cultural changes, real estate values and change in usage. Brand explains “We shape our
buildings, and afterwards they shape us.” (Brand 1994: 3) He goes into a brief explanation of
the form vs function debate and the two different sides that influence how architecture is
1

designed. This has a great connection to his article as it is about future adaptation of architecture
and how form and function play a big role in the influence. He also goes into talking about the
Shearing Layers of Change that form a building. This includes the site, structure, skin, services,
space plan, and stuff inside. Breaking a building down into these layers shows how a building
relates to people every day. His main intentions of this writing were to allow architects to expand
their horizon in design. Most architects only design based around the client’s current needs, but
Brand is trying to open the idea of designing a building in a way to not only function well off
from the start but to accept changes and adaptations to suit peoples’ needs in the future.2
1.2

Contested Constructions

Contested Constructions: The competing logics of green buildings and ethics was authored by
Simon Guy and Graham Farmer. Simon Guy was first an engineer before starting his academic
career in humanities and cultural sociology. With over six books and sixty articles, Simon Guy’s
focus has been on sustainable urban planning and is currently teaching at Lancaster
University. Graham Farmer is currently a professor of architecture planning and landscape at the
University of Newcastle. His research includes sustainable design, materials and tectonics.
Graham received the American Collegiate Schools of Architecture (ACSA) annual award for
research in the Journal of Architectural Education published with Simon Guy in 2001. These
authors share a similar background in working as professors, but they also seem to have two
diverse backgrounds in education which work hand in hand to help create the passage. In many
ways this passage helped allow a deeper thinking and understanding to green construction.
Contested Constructions was written to allow the reader to have a deeper understanding of the
vague word “green” used in architecture. The passage first begins by hitting on what makes a
building green and allows us to understand the technical issues within buildings and different
2

improvements we can make to allow a building to be healthier. The authors go outside the
technical aspect to dig deeper into the social side of green construction. People have different
perceptions on what environmental innovation is about. Some see green design as a more natural
science-based view relating back to nature (basically, using natural materials that are renewable
and are efficient). While others see green design as a technology-based view with the idea of
new inventions and artificial intelligent materials and systems. The fact of the matter is architects
and designers need to incorporate both aspects. The authors do a brief on the aesthetics side of
green architecture and how an architectural style has been created around these green
innovations.
“The role of Green buildings is therefore not simply to reduce energy consumption or
ecological footprints but to inspire and convey an increasing identification with
Nature and the non-human world.” (Guy Farmer 2001: 3)
Finally, the authors finish about the importance of the comfort of a building. Not just about the
comfort of the chairs and design layout but temperature quality, air quality, efficient lighting,
that also help give occupant comfort. All in all, the article was to allow people to understand the
wide range of aspects in green design and construction which sometimes can go overlooked.3
“A social constructivist approach to understanding green buildings could help in
defining both a wider and fuller interpretation of the nature of the green design
problem and may also contribute to developing contextual and socially based methods
of ethical analysis” (Guy Farmer 2001: 84)

3

1.3

Future Thinking and Green Construction Conclusion

I believe there are some overall ties and connections between Brand, and Farmer. In both
readings the authors are trying to expand the viewers understanding of their topic. One being the
adaptation for future use when they are designing and the other being understanding of green
design and construction from all the different points within it. Both passages are directly related
to architecture with the idea to push the limits of architecture for better improvement in quality.
In How Buildings Learn Stewart Brand uses his shearing layers idea to break a building down
into different categories so he could relate his ideas of adaptation to either of those categories.
Contested Constructions did a similar way by taking the vague word “green” by charting the
different aspects of green design; Logical, Ecological, Smart, and Aesthetics as the main
categories and giving examples in each category. Breaking down their topics helps the reader
understand the different ideas they are trying to bring to the table and the overall depth. The
authors in both articles are trying to improve how buildings function but doing so by showing a
deeper meaning to their topics.

1.

Cadwalladr, “Stewart Brand and the Whole Earth Catalog, the Book That Changed the World.”

2.

Brand, “How Buildings Learn”

3.

Guy, Graham, “Contested Constructions”
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW:
IMPROVING DAILY LIVING
2.1

Expanding Architecture Design as Activism

Expanding Architecture Design as Activism was edited and published in 2008 by Bryan Bell
and Katie Wakeford and investigates how certain design tactics can help improve daily living.
This book does a good job laying out and questioning ways in which architecture design can
improve the daily lives of people around the world through an activist approach. The book does
so by combining sections of writings by numerous authors who share a similar interest within the
field. The two chapters within this book I chose to focus on was “Mainstreaming Good Design in
Affordable Housing: Strategies, Obstacles, and Benefits” by Kathleen Dorgan and Daene Evan.
The second was “EcoMOD: Exploring Social and Environmental Justice through Prefabrication”
by John Quale which looks at the benefits of prefabrication construction and a few examples in
which they help better social and environmental justice.
“This collection of exemplary works should become the subject of continuing
education for every architect and required of every student early in his or her
academic experience. It provides us with a primer for our consciences and meaning of
work.” Marvin J. Malecha (Bell 2008: Cover)
Bryan Bell has a very interesting history within the architecture field. In 1991 he founded the
Design Corps. Public interest design is what his focus is on currently as a professor at NC State
University. Through the Design Corps, Bell started a fellowship program with the AmeriCorps
national service program. This invites young designers who are interested in expanding their
knowledge in the social aspect of architecture. Since the start, Design Corps has provided over
5

forty-five fellowships for students from twenty universities including Harvard, Yale, Cornell and
offers summer studies and programs for these fellowship students. Bell tries to share his ideas
with the future generation architects. Bell also helped cofound the SEED Network (Social
Economic Environmental Design) which has over 1200 members and evaluates work based on
those four main branches. Overall, his ideas are to help influence a more sustainable social
design in architecture and reach out to design students and people interested in learning for
future generations to come.
Similarly, Katie Wakeford brings an experience in affordable and sustainable design. She
received her Master of Architecture degree from NC State University. Katie was also a project
reviewer for the SEED Network working hand in hand with Bryan Bell. Currently she is a
professor at NC State University teaching Public Interest Design. She also currently works at
Bizios Architect as a designer of residential projects.4
2.2

Mainstreaming Good Design in Affordable Housing: Strategies, Obstacles and Benefits

The chapter Mainstreaming Good Design in Affordable Housing: Strategies, Obstacles and
Benefits, written by Kathleen Dorgan and Deane Evans investigates ways to improve affordable
housing projects to provide tenants with the best living qualities through design. Kathleen
Dorgan studies and practices sustainable community development within her firm Dorgan
Architecture and Planning in Storrs, Connecticut. Deane Evans has spent recent years of his
career working on ways to improve the built environment through better design, better
technology, and by the broadening of the knowledge base.
Dorgan and Deanne discuss how there is a demand for affordable housing but, these projects
struggle to get built mostly based upon the rapid increase in the cost of land. Also, neighbors see
low income housing as a negative to the community and think it will lower their property values.
6

The passage goes into the question if good design adds value? The authors explain that a lot of
developer’s state high quality design always is a good selling point to potential buyers and the
surrounding communities. Dorgan uses an example of a project her design firm did in Albany,
New York called Dove Street Independent Housing. She expresses how it got much support from
the neighborhood while similar projects funded by the same sources dealt with lawsuits.
“High Quality design is one of the most promising and one of the most underutilized
strategies available for both improving asset value and facilitating community
acceptance of affordable housing.” (Dorgan 2008: 149)
A well-designed building does not necessarily cost more to build. There are strategies and
implementations which can help reduce building costs along the way. Being mindful of the client
and their budget and understanding the site can go a long way. Sometimes developers strip any
quality of design and material to save money, but then spend more for extra marketing and
approval because of the lack of appearance and quality. Rehabilitation of existing structures can
be a new challenge and potentially expensive as the one size fits all aspect does not usually work
and there needs to be precision measuring of the existing structure. Barriers to good design
include good funding and support as well as design excellence in being site responsive and not
repeating solutions. Dorgan explains architects need better tools and need training to serve the
affordable housing market. Funders need to demand better design, developers need to become
more aware of the importance of good design, and Architects must learn more on controlling
costs and design strategies to reduce development costs.5
2.3

Exploring Social and Environmental Justice through Prefabrication

John Quale the author of ecoMOD: Exploring Social and Environmental Justice through
Prefabrication is a professor at the University of New Mexico School of Architecture and
7

Planning with an expertise in sustainable design and offsite construction. He is founder of the
ecoMOD project which was established in 2004 to create high performance affordable homes.
Quale starts by talking about how most ecologically sustainable homes are built for wealthy
clients. He explains how there needs to be a focus on the rest of the social bracket who deserve
the same indoor air quality and health provided from the ecologically sustainable homes. The
EcoMOD project was conducted at the University of Virginia School of Architecture and
combines prefabrication with sustainable design strategies to generate a series of housing
prototypes. The intent is to provide healthy living at low operating cost while also reducing the
overall environmental impact using prefabrication. The section begins by talking about how
prefabrication can be affordable and easy to do but tends to not take into consideration solar or
wind orientation, which in return can be a waste of resources. According to Quale, 25 percent of
new homes are constructed using prefabrication methods usually because of site accessibility
issues and the ability to save on building cost in a factory setting. Quale explains the average
American single home is responsible for more than 22,000 pounds of carbon dioxide each year
which is double than a typical car in a year. He explains architects and engineers need to take a
bigger responsibility in environmental impacts and it all begins at the design process.
EcoMOD1 was Quale’s first prototype completed in 2006. This house was made up of eight
small prefabricated modules constructed of structural insulated panels (SIPS). The modules are
constructed at a perfect size to be transported down narrow streets and are made to rest vertically
on site to allow for strategic placement. These modules also have adaptability and can change in
size and shape based on the client’s wants and needs. Quale finishes the article talking about a
three-pronged environmental approach on his modules which includes site specificity focusing
on natural lighting and solar heating, water efficiency using water collection and solar water
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heating systems, and energy efficiency which uses SIPS walls and roof system to allow a
continuous thermal barrier to help improve comfort and reduce energy consumption for the
housing complex.6
2.4

Improving Daily Living Conclusion

I believe there are a few connections across these texts. Both are intended to spread knowledge
to student designers and people who have interest in social housing improvements. The authors
both share similar backgrounds in architecture education and share interest in developing
sustainable low-income housing. By doing so their intentions are to educate students on these
practices and expand their thinking. In Mainstreaming Good Design in Affordable Housing:
Strategies, Obstacles and Benefits the authors pick apart the issues within affordable housing
from the developer’s, funder’s, and designer’s point of view. In doing so they understand what
each person battles with daily and from there implement strategies that improve low income
housing. For the article ecoMOD: Exploring Social and Environmental Justice through
Prefabrication, the author sees an issue in low income housing and tries to improve it with
prefabrication methods. Both authors test these methods to figure out better ways to improve and
then try again perfecting the method. These two articles greatly relate to concepts explored in
Contested Constructions and How Buildings Learn in the fact they delivered a shared message

9

focused on future designers and improvements that benefit future needs. Contested Constructions
was about sustainable design and the different categories to think of when designing while How
Buildings Learn was about repurposing existing structures and having architects think about
future adaptations when designing.

4.

Bell, Wakeford, “Expanding Architecture: Design as Activism”

5.

Dorgan,Evans, “Mainstreaming Good Design in Affordable Housing: Strategies, Obstacles and Benefit.”

6.

Quale, “ecoMOD: Exploring Social and Environmental Justice through Prefabrication.
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CHAPTER 3
LITERATURE REVIEW:
REDEVELOPING THE SUBURBS
3.1

Radical Suburbs

Radical Suburbs was written by Amanda Kolson Hurley and explores the history of suburbia
looking at how it once was a place of utopian planning, communal living, social conscious
design, and integrated housing.
The book explores different case studies of projects including two residential neighborhoods
designed by younger architectural members of Architects’ Collaborative or TAC in 1947. These
two neighborhoods were known as Six Moon Hill and Five Fields located in Lexington
Massachusetts and were developed to escape the city for its privacy and nature while still being
close to Cambridge and Boston. Although the houses shared a similar look from the outside with
flat and low slope shed roofs, vertical wood cladding, and large windows; from the inside the
floor plans were drastically different especially in the architects’ own residences. One example is
TAC’s Robert McMillan’s house which put the bedrooms in a half-basement and treated the
ground floor as a continuous live-work space incorporating a glass wall on the south side to take
advantage of the view. It is noted that the clients of these suburban homes were mostly average
wage families. Although small 1100 square foot dwellings, the whole neighborhood acted as a
community within itself.
Hurley concludes Radical Suburbs by talking about her recent move from a condominium into
a house which backs against a row of suburban homes designed by Charles Goodman. She
describes them as “elegant rectangles of glass and wood that glow like lanterns at night” and
wonders why more of his designs like this never took off. It all correlates with capital and
11

financing. Segregation by race and class is turning many cities into areas of white and brown.
Affluent whites are surrounding themselves into neighborhoods with the best public-school
systems and most stable property values. This creates a forcefield around these areas which stops
low cost housing and pushes people to surrounding neighborhoods with worse schools and worse
access to jobs and amenities. Besides special segregation, climate change is another pressing
issue within our suburbs. Smart land use and design, better transportation, and walkability all can
help reduce carbon footprints.7
“Rather than pushing new development ever outward (however well-designed),
forward-thinking suburbs should try to rejuvenate “grayfields” instead - dead malls,
aging commercial strips, and high-vacancy office parks” (Hurley 2019: 158)

3.2

Suburban Remix.

The authors for Suburban Remix are Jason Beske and David Dixon. Beske is a Senior
Associate at Stantec’s Urban Places located in the Washington D.C. Metro Area. He has a broad
range of urban planning expertise in suburban communities focusing on making them more
engaging and walkable. Beske is also an experienced speaker and educator in urban planning and
urban design serving as a professor at Virginia Tech. In recent years he has helped lead the
planning of New Orleans after Hurricane Katrina. He also partaken in transforming strip malls
into new suburban downtowns and has a major focus on redeveloping new mixed-use urban
districts in cities and in the suburbs.
Suburban Remix was published in 2018 and investigates the rapid population growth in the
United States and how there is a new desire for people to live healthy efficient lifestyles in dense
walkable urban places. Many conventional suburbs can lack the ability to serve these desires
because they are littered with inefficient single-family homes that are spread out and rely on the
12

need of automobiles for transportation. Since 2000 urban housing values have increased twice as
fast as suburban and rural values. The book investigates a trending topic to redevelop suburban
areas using urban design strategies for renewal, making them an appealing place to live and
work. This is shown to be both a great investment and helps to lower people’s carbon footprints.
The book goes over different strategies to get a good outcome including finding the perfect
walkable site. It explains how many traditional malls, strip centers, big box malls, and single-use
office parks are losing value but sometimes can be the perfect candidate for redevelopment. The
authors explain how we need to investigate building functions and one good way is to set up an
inviting site and structure. One good implementation is having mixed use retail food and
entertainment on the first floor and dense residential housing above. The mixed-use approach can
help provide an inviting feel on the street level but also provide walkable affordable housing
above.8
3.3

Retrofitting Suburbia

Ellen Dunham-Jones, the author of Retrofitting Suburbia is an educator in architecture and an
urbanist. She is well known for educating the public on how to interact with their environment
and shows much interest in suburban redevelopment. Dunham-Jones is a professor of
architecture at the Georgia Institute of Technology. She is also an award-winning architect and a
board member of the Congress for New Urbanism. She shows how designing where we live
impacts some of the most pressing issues of our time. This includes reducing our ecological
footprint and energy consumption while improving our health and allowing living options for all
ages.
Retrofitting Suburbia explains how the lines between urban and suburban regions are blurring.
The book focuses on implementing urban design in sub-urban areas. In doing so we can reduce
13

energy consumption and capita through densification, mixed-use, and walkability. Also, there are
ways in which we can improve air and water quality through increased pervious surface and
vegetation. Implementing these strategies can not only help improve sustainability and people’s
carbon footprints, but also can help to improve community building through the inclusion of
public green spaces and more public interaction. This book uses different retrofitting challenges
to learn of ways of improvement. This includes Auto Dependency, Public Health, Aging, Water,
Energy, Affordability, Finance, and Jobs. All these retrofitting challenges have influence when
redeveloping sub urban areas and are good topics that should be thought about when redesigning
the suburbs.9
All in all, I believe there are some key points to be taken away from these books. All are
focused on creating better suburban environments for people living in these areas. Radical
Suburbs takes an early approach at recreating suburban communities dating back to 1947 based
on the lack of architectural traits and lack of community engagement. Suburban Remix begins to
look at the suburbs as inefficient living conditions and sees the trend of people wanting to live in
more urban environments. It focuses on the idea that good design in the suburbs first begins with
finding a good walkable site. Finally, Suburban Remix compliments the previous readings by
expanding these ideas of new suburban living. The idea is to take a few urban design strategies
including densification, mixed-use, and walkability which can help benefit suburban
development.

7.

Hurley, “Radical Suburbs”

8.

Beske, Dixon, "Suburban Remix”

9.

Dunham-Jones, “Retrofitting Suburbia”
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CHAPTER 4
LITERATURE REVIEW:
GREATER BOSTON STATISTICS
4.1

The Greater Boston Housing Report Card 2014-2015

The Greater Boston Housing Report Card 2014-2015 Fixing an Out-of-Sync Housing Market
by Barry Bluestone has released eleven report cards regarding the exploration of data related to
the Greater Boston region’s housing market. Bluestone’s article is about implementing a strategy
to meet the rapidly increasing demand for housing based on the new demography and
strengthened economy of Greater Boston. The article begins by talking about how the housing
market is broken into four distinct segments including for young millennials, working families,
aging baby boomers, and low-income households. There is a trend among the younger millennial
generation to live in smaller single person households and away from large single-family homes.
This is driven by the increased cost of housing rent which has risen roughly 56 percent since
2000 and in the same period mortgage payments have increased by 55 percent. Smaller
households are more common within the younger generation. There has been a jump in the age
group of 20-24-year old’s in this region. The population has increased by nearly 25 percent from
1990 to current.
Many of the youngest of these 20–24-year olds are graduate students, medical
residents and interns, and other young professionals who came to Boston because of
its world- class universities and teaching hospitals, its expanding labor market, and its
growing reputation as an “awesome” place to live. (Bluestone 2015: 23)
The author concludes by stating the greatest demand in Boston will be for multi-unit housing
for millennials and in the Greater Boston suburbs multi-unit housing for baby boomers. We will
15

see single family residence construction become less desirable and we will see more apartment
building and condo type projects arise.

Figure 1: Distribution of projected population growth, 2015-2035
Bluestone, “The Greater Boston Housing Report Card 2014-2015”

This chart from the MassINC’s analysis of UMass Donahue Institute Projections shows the
distribution of projected population growth from 2015-2035 in Massachusetts. The biggest thing
to note is that there will be a 40 percent population growth in the Greater Boston Area during this
time. Figure 2 below shows in the light blue the Greater Boston area which will be affected by

16

this significant population increase. This is where many of Massachusetts suburban towns are
located.10

Figure 2: Boston and Greater Boston map
Bluestone, “The Greater Boston Housing Report Card 2014-2015”

10. Bluestone, “The Greater Boston Housing Report Card 2014-2015”
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CHAPTER 5
CASE STUDIES

5.1

Bridge Park

Location: Dublin, Ohio
Size: 195,000 square feet over 30 acres
Date of Construction: 2018-Current
Architect(s): Moody Nolan, MKSK, Elkus-Manfredi
Developer: Crawford Hoying
Bridge Park represents the first phase of a new walkable downtown for Dublin, Ohio and is an
example of successful implementation of urban design in a suburban area.
Dublin is a suburban city with a population of approximately 48,600, located roughly 5 miles
outside of the state capital of Columbus, Ohio. Recently, the community of Dublin came to the
realization that its office parks and high-end subdivisions of single-family homes were losing
their appeal. They decided to get together with some developers including Crawford Hoying
Development to plan a new urban, walkable neighborhood. This neighborhood would
complement Dublin’s vibrant historic downtown and connect one another with a proposed
pedestrian bridge connection and a proposed riverfront park.

18

Figure 3: Bridge Park aerial view master plan
Ball, “Crawford Hoying Ready to Move on Bridge Park with Dublin Deal in Hand.”

Running over 30 acres along the Scioto River, the intent of Bridge Park is to strengthen
Dublin’s history of iconic development by creating a new era that improves social connectivity,
commercial activity and community experience. The big takeaway from this project is
integrating retail and residential into mixed-use buildings with grocery and offices on the ground
floor and residential apartments above. Some other key features of this project are developing a
walkable and inviting neighborhood with condominium homes, a hotel, and conference center
with retail and offices. This is a large-scale project which will be developed in multiple phases
over the next few years.
The first phase includes a 3.47-acre site that is located along the east of Riverside Drive and
north of the existing intersection with Dale Drive. Overall, there will be a few multi-use
buildings constructed. These buildings will include 42,000 square feet of office space, 55,000
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square feet of retail, food, beverage, and commercial space, 228 units of apartments, 900
automobile parking spaces, and 139 bicycle parking spaces.
The second phase will take place on 4.17 acres located just south of the first phase across from
Dale Drive. This phase will include another 62,000 square feet of office space, 36,000 square
feet of retail, food, beverage, and commercial space, 213 apartment units and another 900
parking spaces 850 which will be in a new parking garage.

Figure 4: Bridge Park street perspective rendering
Ball, “Crawford Hoying Ready to Move on Bridge Park with Dublin Deal in Hand.”

I believe there are some great strategies used within this project that relate to implementing
urban design strategies in a suburban community. The first being the evident mixed-use concept
of having office and retail on the first floor and dense apartments above. This can be seen in the
proposed renderings. Providing a combination of uses allows the people above to be able to be in
walking distance of many of their daily needs. This can drastically reduce the carbon footprints
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of the residents in this area. Another key aspect to this design is the creation of the pedestrian
bridge. With the Scioto River running in between this new marketplace and the old historic
downtown, the pedestrian bridge allows residents from the other side of the river to access this
booming district without the need for an automobile. This feeds into the concept of walkability
and connecting the surrounding neighborhoods with the new proposed project. It helps promote a
greener lifestyle for many residents. Saving space for a proposed public park helps provide
community engagement and greenspace to help keep a balance from completely urbanizing the
area.11

11. Ball, “Crawford Hoying Ready to Move on Bridge Park with Dublin Deal in Hand.”
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5.2

Wheeling Town Center

Location: Wheeling, Illinois
Size: 100,000 square feet
Date of Construction: 2017-2018
Architect(s): Callison/RTKL
Developer: Lynmark Group
Wheeling is a suburban village located outside of Chicago, Illinois. Approximately 23 miles
northwest of Chicago, the population sits around 38,000 people. Wheeling, although founded in
1894, has never really had an active downtown. The Wheeling Town Center is a development
built from 2017-2018 which features nearly 100,000 square feet of retail, restaurant space, and
300 units in an apartment complex. The idea behind this town center is to provide a mixed-use
development that is transit orientated. The development sits next to the Wheeling Metra Station
with access to the North Central service transiting people to Union Station in Chicago.
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Figure 5: Wheeling Town Center master plan
“Wheeling Town Center: Wheeling, IL.”

Commercial spaces will include a movie theater, café, casual and family restaurants, a bank, a
spa and other retail businesses. These retail spaces are orientated towards the street welcoming
people into the town center to experience what it has to offer. Unlike other similar projects with
retail on the bottom floor and residential above, the Wheeling Town Center project has an
independent five-story apartment complex which sits towards the south of the site. It is
conveniently located near the Metra Station for easy transportation. This building offers many
experiences to the residents including a pool, putting green, bocce court, fire pit, barbecue grills
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and a gazebo. There is also a central courtyard known as the pedestrian plaza which will serve as
a central gathering place for residents but also the surrounding community.12

Figure 6: Wheeling Town Center courtyard rendering
“Wheeling Town Center: Wheeling, IL.”

12. “Wheeling Town Center: Wheeling, IL.”
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5.3

Arkansas Crossroads

Location: Bentoville, Arkansas
Size: 215,000 square feet on 5 Acres
Date of Construction: Not yet constructed
Architect(s): LOT-EK
Developer: Unknown

Designed by LOT-EK, an architecture firm in New York City, this project brings accessible
housing to a five-acre site located in Bentonville, Arkansas, a small city, population 51,000.
Inspired by the area’s heritage of farmland and fields, Arkansas Crossroads be viewed as a
landscape which grows over time. The site is organized into a checkerboard pattern of roughly
50 townhouse-scaled blocks which contain alternating courtyards. The idea in arrangement is to
create public and private outdoor space for residents while also maximizing cross-ventilation and
views.
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Figure 7: Arkansas Crossroads site plan
“ARKANSAS CROSSROADS - LOT-EK ARCHITECTURE & DESIGN.”

The square blocks are constructed out of ISO-standard steel shipping containers which are
stacked to form townhouse blocks. A total of 765 containers are used which helps to represent
sustainable upcycling of resources. The project also promotes mixed-use with two types of retail
and commercial space. The first being smaller-scaled storefront and amenity-type services along
the central Crossroads, and the second being a larger commercial program complex at its
northwest corner.13
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Figure 8: Arkansas Crossroads perspective rendering
“ARKANSAS CROSSROADS - LOT-EK ARCHITECTURE & DESIGN.”

13. “ARKANSAS CROSSROADS - LOT-EK ARCHITECTURE & DESIGN.”
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CHAPTER 6
URBAN DESIGN STRATEGIES
6.1

Densification

Densification is achieved by offering smaller square footage homes placed strategically on a
lot to maximize the total amount of units.
Densification can help promote sustainability in the result of having less space to heat and
cool and through less use of materials. With simple adjusting and planning people can get a more
sustainable living space without affecting their day to day living.
There has been a norm of people wanting to consume less with the aim to preserve the
environment while also increasing their well-being. Multifunction and innovative design
solutions allow for a comfortable space. Design and layout functionality within the smaller units
is important to provide residents’ comfort and all essential living necessities. Some ideas to
improve these living conditions include open concept layout, providing private outdoor space,
and community shared spaces.
“Downsizing of Housing: Negotiating Sufficiency and Spatial Norms” talks about how
housing is severely impacting the environment through the amount of material and energy
consumption needed to provide shelter for humans. This article's intent was to study the
downsizing of housing from a macro perspective and understanding the norms about dwelling
size and the effects that downsizing has on people. Consumers must challenge the dominant
consumption norms and try to reduce.14
“The aim in this case is to decrease dwelling sizes to a level that is both socially and
environmentally sustainable, by maintaining a dwelling size that is sufficient to ensure
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enjoyable living conditions, but that is also environmentally sustainable. (Sandberg
2017: 4)
6.2

Mixed-Use

Mixed-use is a type of urban development which blends residential, commercial, cultural,
institutional, or entertainment uses into one integrated space. Mixed-use developments in centers
of cities allows people to have easy access to a handful of amenities and helps encourage
walking and biking for work and errands. Doing so allows people living on site to be able to
walk from their apartment to essential living needs such as restaurant, coffee shops, grocery
stores, retail stores and even their office without having to leave their community or drive a car.
All three of the previous case studies promoted mixed-use ideas. Each of these case studies
looked at providing programmatic needs the town was missing. I believe this is extremely
important in a successful design. Providing the town with its needs for future growth will be
extremely important and can help contribute to sustainability, the health and wellness of its
residents and help to promote community engagement.

6.3

Greening

Greening is done by allowing a certain amount of green space to be included in design
including plantings, trees, public parks etc. Urban parks and gardens play a major role in cooling
cities and help provide safe routes for walking and cycling. It also invites people for physical
activity, social interaction and for recreation.
The Garden city movement was a method of urban planning created by Sir Ebenezer Howard
of the United Kingdom in 1898. The idea behind his garden city was to provide 32,000 people
living essentials on a 6,000-acre site. It was based around a planned concentric pattern with open
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spaces, public parks etc. Once the city reached capacity, the idea was another garden city would
be created nearby. On a grand scale there would be a cluster of several garden cities as satellites
to a central city connected by road and rail.15
Implementing green spaces is very important when designing lots located within the town
center. Having greenspaces and gardens promotes community engagement and the health and
wellness of residents. It also helps to keep the suburban feel of large front and rear yards.

6.4

Walkability

Walkability in urban design allows a space to be accessible by walking and invites users to
access and walk an urban site rather than other means of transportation. Connections using trails,
bike lanes, and pedestrian friendly sidewalks all help to contribute to a walkable location.
The last mile is a common term used to describe the last leg of people’s travels within a
city. Providing these types of walkable features on site allows for a more sustainable means of
travel. Walkability can also relate to the health and wellness of residents and can help promote
community engagement compared to other transportation methods.
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6.5

Urban Design Strategies Conclusion

Figure 9: Four urban design strategies
Based on influence from the previous literature reviews and case studies, these four main
design strategies can be implemented to help develop suburban town centers. These design
strategies include densification, mixed-use, greening and walkability. Implementing these design
strategies can help promote sustainability, health and wellness, and attract community
engagement.

14. Sandberg “Downsizing of Housing: Negotiating Sufficiency and Spatial Norms.”
15. Charnock “Global City.”
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CHAPTER 7
MIDDLETON’S CONTEXT
7.1

Location and History

Middleton, Massachusetts is in Essex County which is 18 miles North of Boston. It is a
suburban town which is 14.44 square miles in size and today, has a population of roughly 10,000
people.

Figure 10: Middleton’s farmland
Town of Middleton Master Plan 2017-2028

Middleton, Massachusetts has had a deep root connection to its land which has always been a
key element in its growth. William Nichols was the first European settler said to have arrived in
1651 and the town was named Middleton in 1728.
Middleton grew as an industrial town along the Ipswich River with Ironworks on Mill Street
and Bostik Adhesive Company on Boston street. Middleton saw the simultaneous growth of
railroads and industry in the 1800’s. There were two railroad lines and three stops, which gave
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residents passage to Boston. This also allowed the ability for local industries to provide materials
to the city and other parts of Massachusetts.
In the early 20th century Middleton became known as a summer and weekend retreat from the
noise and pollution of larger factory towns and cities. Small cottages began to pop up along the
Ipswich River and other small various ponds. Automobiles began to take over the trolley and
railroad systems in the 1930’s when roads were significantly improved, and automobiles began
to become affordable. With a lack of sewer infrastructure and a few landowners holding onto
large parcels of their land, Middleton grew slowly until the 1990’s.
There are a few commuting options getting to and from Boston. One option would be to drive
directly there via Route 1 which takes roughly 30 minutes if there are no traffic issues. Another
option would be to drive to the Lincoln Street depot in Reading which is an eight mile or 15minute drive from Middleton town center. From there you would take the commuter rail to the
North Station in Boston. Another option is driving to the Beverly train station which is also 8
miles and a 15-minute drive away. Similarly, from there you would take the commuter rail into
the North Station as well.
The Metropolitan Area Planning Council (MAPC) is assisting Middleton in creating a better
bicycle network and pedestrian planning. The main goals are to encourage the community to
walk and bike for everyday trips while being able to do so safely and conveniently. This will be
achieved by the proposed Middleton Rail Trail which will be a paved trail that extends the length
of the town between Andover (to the north west) and Danvers (to the south east). There is also a
proposal to connect the rail trail to the Bay Circuit Trail which is an existing 230-mile trail
circling Boston that happens to run through northern Middleton. The Bay Circuit Trail is a
recreational trail and greenway which invites numerous activities including hiking, trail running
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and snowshoeing in the wintertime. MAPC also recommends that the historic center of
Middleton be “rethought, revisioned, and updated” with the intent to provide an identifiable
walkable center that also improves traffic movement through town. The end goal is to provide
wider sidewalks with street trees and other streetscape elements along with a separated bicycle
lane.

7.2

Statistics

From 1990 to 2000, Middleton grew by 57% and was noted as one of the fastest developing
communities in Essex County and continued to rise with an additional increase of 13% from
2000 to 2010. In 2016 Middleton had a population of 9,514 people compared to 8,987 people in
2000. Middleton is projected to grow an additional 13% by 2020.5.
Middleton is a town of families with 41% of the 9,514 people population being between the
ages of 35 and 64. 21% of the population are under the age of 19, 21% are between 20 and 34
and 17% are 65 years and older
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Figure 11: Middleton’s population percentage
Town of Middleton Master Plan 2017-2028

Although growing significantly, Middleton still holds a small-town rural character with more
than 80% of its land area being zoned primarily for single family residential development. There
are also over 500 acres of farmland and over 300 acres of preserved open space and recreation
land.
Today, the average annual wage in Middleton is $54,568 with 539 employers and 5415 jobs in
town. The median household income is $106,326 with 52% of households being over $100,000
and 21% being below $35,000. Middleton’s 25 largest employers represent a variety of industry
sectors including public administration, retail trade, and a significant rise in health care and
social assistance over the past five years. It is noted in the town’s master plan that health care
and social assistance is expected to continue to rise. Also, the town's master plan notes that
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manufacturing jobs are declining and could affect half of the 7% of current residents within this
job field.
Middleton is expected to grow in the future because of its beauty, history, and proximity to
Boston. I believe it should be done in a way which provides a better functioning and sustainable
community for its residents. With the significant population growth since the early 1990’s and
projected future growth of 17% from 2010 to 2030, Middleton will need to look into providing
more housing for its residents. By 2020 there will be demand for an additional 247 multi-family
homes.
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Figure 12: Average household size and family/non-family households
Town of Middleton Master Plan 2017-2028

As you can see from the charts to the above, most non-family households consist of people
living alone. Also, the average household size is projected to continue to decline based on trends
and statistics.
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Middleton faces restrictive suburban zoning variances throughout the town that make
finding space for new development a challenge. From Middleton’s zoning code states for lots
with frontage on North Main Street (route 114), front yard building setback should not exceed
less than 100 feet from the centerline of the street. The required front yard should be maintained
and planted as open space. Middleton’s zoning code also states where a lot abuts a residential
district, side and rear yards should not be less than 35 feet. In such cases, parking shall not be
permitted in these setback areas unless buffer screens are provided. The maximum building
height restriction for every district is 35 feet and three stories. This is low compared to other
surrounding town bylaws.
Although Middleton has the appearance of having lots of open space, it is substantially built
out with only roughly four percent of the town’s land area able to be developed for residential
use and one percent left available for commercial purposes. The future fiscal stability of the town
will depend on revenue from new growth, which could be achieved in part through the
development of undervalued properties. There will be a need to develop existing lots and provide
denser living rather than the typical single-family neighborhoods. Some things the town will
need in the future include a signature place that holds something like a joint fire, police and
senior center into either a single building complex or a joint police and fire station in tandem
with a senior center that frame an outdoor social gathering place, a large YMCA or community
center, a joint town hall, senior center and recreation center, and/or a civic facility or
institution. Between introducing a more walkable community and introducing mixed-use and
densified living for low to mid income residents, I believe Middleton can improve greatly for the
future to come.16
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7.3

Downtown Study

Figure 13: Downtown Middleton building type and lot study
I began my site studies by creating this map of downtown Middleton and began to outline site
boundaries. After learning about the different sites within the area, I began color coding the
buildings based on uses included single-family homes in orange, multi-family homes in yellow,
commercial/retail buildings in red, town amenities in green, and religious buildings in blue. It
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can be noted from this chart that Middleton's current downtown is underdeveloped and is
missing opportunities for commercial spaces, retail and multi-family housing. I was able to
identify potential lot areas to implement my four urban design strategies of densification mixeduse development, walkability, and greening. These lots can be seen in purple on this map labeled
1 through 4. In the end lot 4 was chosen as the ideal site for this application.
7.4

The Site

Figure 14: Downtown Middleton site study
The site chosen to develop my project can be seen in the red shading in the image above. It’s
the location of Angelica's Restaurant which sits on the corner of Route 114 and Route 62. This
piece of land holds a great opportunity because of its location, size and walkability. It’s close
enough to walk to the town hall, library, middle school and other commercial buildings located
within downtown’s five-minute walking radius. The green lines in this diagram show existing
bike paths and trails within town, while the red lines represent new proposed bike paths which
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could help connect local neighborhoods with the town center. The site's location falls directly
within this proposed bike path and has the opportunity to provide the town with many future
necessities.

Figure 15: Angelica’s building photo
Angelica's current site consists of a two-story restaurant and a large paved parking lot which
covers a total of 3.2 acres. The parking lot consists of 80% of the site and is severely oversized
compared to the amount of use it sees.
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Figure 16: Angelica’s parking lot photo
Towards the south and west edges of the site sits a woods buffer to its surrounding residential
lots. These photos begin to show how vacant the parking is and the minimum use on this lot.

16. Town of Middleton Master Plan 2017-2028
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CHAPTER 8
THE DESIGN
8.1

Preliminary Design

I began my design process by thinking about the application of the urban design strategies I
had previously studied. These include densification, mixed-Use, walkability, and greening. In
doing so the idea was to promote sustainability, health and wellness and also community
engagement.

Figure 17: Design strategy diagram

This diagram was a preliminary drawing I created to help express the re-envisioning of the
suburban lot with a single-family house by introducing my urban design strategies. Starting with
densification, following by introducing mixed-use, implementing greening within the site, and
offering walkability. You can begin to see the drastic change in architecture presented on site
from start to finish.
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Figure 18: Drives combined map
The next step was to understand the program needed on my site. I started by creating a map
of Sunday drives by members of my multi-generational family; my own, my parents’, and my
grandparents’ The intention of this map was to begin to outline each generation's needs and the
relative location they are from my house, which is located close to downtown. From this map I
began to realize some needs that would help in creating its program. One of the larger
programmatic features to be realized is a fitness center with the closest one being planet fitness
located in the surrounding town Danvers. There is also a clear need for food and groceries. Being
a farming town, a farmer’s market would help to boost local agricultural businesses.
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Figure 19: Design program list

Other programmatic elements to help promote mixed-use include office space, a restaurant to
replace the existing one on site, retail shops to help promote local small businesses, a bus stop to
provide transportation to and from the Lincoln St Depot in Reading.
For the residential aspect of the program, I proposed studio apartments for millennial living
and also one-bedroom apartments for seniors, aged 60-plus. The idea is to make living units
smaller in size to promote sustainability. Also, there can be mutual benefits from these age
groups having shared living. Providing shared spaces such as laundry rooms, study rooms, and
interactive social areas will help to promote community engagement. There is also an idea to
implement urban style gardens for the residents to share.
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8.2

Schematic Design

Figure 20: Wooden abstract models

The start of the schematic design phase first began from generating a few abstract wood
models. These models were based around the idea of “intersecting”, similar to how the site forms
with the intersection of Routes 114 and 62. I believe these wood models did a good job at
influencing overall form and also ideas about movement throughout the site.
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Figure 21: Program mapping plans

These sketches above represent the start of working with circulation and different programs on
site. I experimented with where retail, offices, health and wellness, and also transportation
elements could lay out within the site. There was also thought to how the bike path and other
walking paths took route, the location of green spaces and maintaining wood buffers.
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Figure 22: Program mapping sections

Once I began getting a better idea of how the programmatic elements laid out on site, I
followed by hand drawing building sections to help develop how these different programs related
to one another architecturally. The first building section cuts through the farmers market and
restaurant. The idea behind this was to widen the sidewalk for a more walkable experience on
Route 114, provide a slight green buffer, following with a covered farmers market strategically
placed towards the front of the site to welcome others to what the site has to experience. Past the
farmers market is another green buffer and then a central “town green” gathering spot in front of
the restaurant (and across the street from the town hall). I drew the restaurant at double height
and provided seating above looking down towards the gathering spot. Finally, towards the rear
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second floor is the transportation center with the bus stop. They are located a full story higher to
accept the natural grade change that happens to this corner of the site. The second section begins
to look at the relationship of the retail and office spaces on the first floor. In this case the retail
stores were faced towards the front of the street and the offices towards the back of the site. On
the second-floor apartments rest along a double loaded corridor. I drew the shared spaces in
between these apartments with a green roof and residential gardens above the offices towards the
back. The third-floor repeats similarly to the second-floor with areas open to below and
clerestory windows letting natural light from above.

Figure 23: Circulation diagram

This circulation diagram begins to outline all types of travel on site. This includes bus travel,
automobile travel, foot travel and bike travel.
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8.3

Design Development

Figure 24: Street perspective rendering

The design development phase allowed me to begin finalizing the plans and getting the
architecture fully developed on site. This street perspective rendering begins to show the front of
the site and how the architecture has developed. As you can see natural materials were used
including the use of wood siding and concrete tectiva panels. A system of bays was developed to
respect the scale of building in the town center area. Wood trellis type structures are used on site
and allow for natural shading and cover. They can be seen at the storefronts, apartment building
balconies and other areas throughout the site. Another natural material seen throughout the site is
cobblestone. This is used to represent the area of foot travel and compliments the wood and
concrete.
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Figure 25: Site plan and first floor

As you can see from site plan and first floor, the proposed buildings respect Middleton’s 100foot setback regulation. I strategically placed a few program elements to provide a subtle
transition within this setback and which also promote walkability and greening. This includes a
widened sidewalk, one-way street parking, the bike path, the covered farmers market, and an
extension of the town green. Providing landscaping and permeable areas help compliment this
town's suburban feel while promoting greening and giving a smooth transition into the building
from the street.
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Figure 26: Storefront perspective rendering

Moving past the 100-foot setback begins the cobblestone shopping plaza and retail stores.
There is a total of 10 retail stores ranging from 750-1,250 square feet. They are strategically
placed towards the front of the site to attract residents passing by on the street. There is also an
event courtyard in between the retail and restaurant which can host recitals and plays.
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Figure 27: Building Sections

These are the final building sections which were inspired by my previous hand drawn building
sections. They begin to show these design intentions and how the programs relate to one another.

Figure 28: Rear courtyard perspective rendering
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This rear courtyard rendering shows the program towards the back of the site. On the righthand side of this photo sits the stone-clad fitness center which is roughly 20,000 square feet and
holds a family indoor pool, workout area, basketball courts, workout classrooms, and an outdoor
tennis court. Photovoltaic panels on the south facing roof generate clean energy for the site.
Towards the left-hand side of this rendering is where the office spaces are located. They are left
open concept with a total of four offices ranging from 4,000-6,000 square feet. They are defined
by south facing curtain walls to provide natural lighting into the spaces. In between the programs
is a cobblestone courtyard with landscaping and greening strategically placed within. This
provides natural shading for the buildings while also providing seating and recreation spaces

Figure 29: Residential floor plan diagram

The Residential floor plan diagram above begins to show how the residential floor plans are
laid out. Starting with the studio apartments, I designed them to be as efficient as possible. The
dimensions of the studio apartment intended for millennial residents are 12.5 feet by 24.5 feet.
You walk into the unit with a bathroom to the right. Following is a kitchenette with seating and a
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pantry and closet. This separates the sleeping area from the kitchen while still allowing the area
to feel open. There is a private balcony for each of these studio units to provide outdoor access
and fresh air. The one-bedroom unit designed for senior living is 450 square feet and takes
similar dimensions to the studio units. The main piece being the same 12.5 feet by 24.5 feet and
an additional bedroom added sized 12.5 feet by 12.5 feet. Because the bedroom moves over, the
kitchen becomes larger and the living area becomes slightly larger. The outdoor balcony
becomes larger as well. Finally, there are storage spaces created on the corridors to provide each
unit with a place to store bicycles, garden tools and whatever else the residents need space for.

Figure 30: Second floor plan
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The second-floor plan begins to show these apartment units laid out on a shifting six-foot grid
to create private outdoor spaces for each unit. The ends of each building hold the fire rated stairs
and provide an elevator per building. In the center of the double loaded corridors, holds the
shared residential community spaces. This includes laundry rooms, study rooms, and other
shared spaces. There is also access from the shared spaces out onto the rooftop gardens which
acts as the green roof for the offices below on the first floor. Each residential unit gets space to
garden similar to urban farming tactics.

Figure 31: Rooftop garden perspective rendering

This rooftop garden perspective begins to give an idea of the experience from the rooftop
gardens. The pathways carved into the gardens guide residents to different areas within the green
roof. This rendering also begins to show the bus stop and how the rooftop gardens meet the
natural grade towards the northwest part of the site.
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Figure 32: Third floor plan
The third-floor plan relates similarly to the second-floor plan as far as programmatic elements.
Most units repeat simplifying construction. There is a total of 32 studio units and 20 onebedroom units total between both floors. Like the second floor, the double loaded corridor holds
residential shared spaces like laundry rooms, study rooms, and other amenities. One design
intention was to open the floor to below within the double loaded corridor. The idea behind this
was to make the hallway and shared residential spaces feel open. Doing so also allows natural
light to come in from the clerestory windows above.
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Figure 33: Interior residential shared space rendering

This interior rendering of the residential shared space begins to show the circulation and feel
within this space. As you can see the clerestory windows allow natural light into the building and
to the open space below. There are desks and computer stations for studying and work inspiring
the ability to work from home and interactions between residents. All in all, I believe this design
is greatly improved compared to a typical double loaded corridor.
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Figure 34: Axonometric view with program

This axonometric view finalizes all the design intentions within this project. From this view
you can begin to fully understand how the front of the project takes shape and relates. The public
green compliments the entrance of the farmers market and acts as an extension from the town
hall’s green across the street. A natural wood trellis takes shape to define the farmers market area
and pedestrian entrance. The bike path runs diagonal to this space and separates the one-way
parking. The bike path dissolves into the cobblestone retail shopping area then reappears towards
the back of the site acting as a gateway to what this site has to offer.
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8.4

Design Conclusion

Looking back, my four main design strategies were providing mixed-use, densification,
walkability, and greening. The idea behind these urban design strategies was to promote
sustainability, health and wellness, and attract community engagement. The idea was to provide
a sustainable living solution for millennial and senior citizen residents often not interested in the
typical suburban residence.
Mixed-use programming played a major role in the design of this project. This site provides
variety of program types that the town of Middleton greatly needs. This includes a fitness center,
varying sized retail stores for small local business, small and mid-sized office spaces, a
restaurant and bar, a bus station, a farmer’s market, event courtyard, rooftop gardens, bike path,
and plenty of residential living spaces. In my opinion this project exceeds the conventional idea
of mixed-use with a bit of everything to invite a wide spectrum of people to enjoy what the site
has to offer. As a result, this greatly improves community engagement and the health and
wellness of the residents and community. Also, providing all these town necessities on one lot
that was completely underdeveloped directly relates to sustainable practices.
Densification can be seen in numerous ways in the design. The site has been developed to
respect the town bylaws and setbacks. This includes respecting the hundred-foot setback from
Route 114 and also the height restriction of three stories and thirty-five feet. The residential units
are made smaller than typical conventional units providing only the necessities of what people
need within an apartment. This directly relates to sustainability having less space to heat and cool
while minimizing materials. This also helps to maximize the number of units on site. There are
shared communal spaces within the double loaded corridors providing a little extra room for
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residents. Having these spaces for people to do activities such as studying, working, and laundry
promotes community engagement and the health and wellness of individuals.
Walkability on the site was a very important aspect in the design. The site is located within a
five-minute walk of the town center and a lot of time focused on the circulation of people, bikes,
automobiles, and buses to provide a walkable site within and to its surrounding locations. Having
the bike path run directly through the site helps to promote this idea of walkability and
connecting local neighborhoods to what the site has to offer. The circulation of foot traffic is also
well thought out providing a clear, concise flow throughout the different programs within the
site. Automobile traffic was important and placing the parking at the edges of the site allows the
site to influence walking from program to program. The bus stop is also strategically placed for
its route of travel and in a walkable area for the residents.
Greening was the last strategy I strived to provide in my design which also can be noted in a
few key areas on the site. The first being the hundred-foot setback from the center of main street.
Providing the town green as an extension from the town hall green helps connect this site with
the current downtown. It also helps provide a green buffer towards the retail part of the site.
Landscaping within this buffer also helps relieve the street parking. Greening can also be seen
directly on the rooftop of the offices. Instead of a typical flat roof, the green roof provides
gardening and planting spaces for the residents above.
One notable critique I received in my final review was about whether I had anticipated
nimbyism from the town not wanting change. I feel this was worked through in my design to
make this project feel more at home. Some ways included respecting the setback & by breaking
down the mass of the buildings with smaller bays. This also was done by using natural materials,
& by integrating community activity (bike path, town green), etc. While new housing for single
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young people & seniors is not the suburban norm, data suggests that this is a growing population
who will be looking for opportunities to live in communities like Middleton.
As you can see these four design strategies have greatly influenced my design on the site. I
believe they were successful in promoting sustainability, health and wellness and also
community engagement.
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